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this occur, but simultaneously with it Dud became conscious
of that same repulsive mortuary smell he had noticed on
Candlemas night. "Do the man's death-thoughts/' he said to
himself, "produce an actual smell of death? Or is it the smell
of that sterile life-seed he's talking about 'that beats against the
wall'?"
"Do you know, lad," his father went on, "Rhys says that in
the Triads describing my death I'm spoken of as having a
crow—bran—it is in Welsh—on my breast? And do you realize,
boy, that this is exactly what I have had since I was a child ?
Cornie could tell you about it! Nance could bear witness to
it! It's been a peculiarity of mine for as long as I can remember
that, whenever I come near anyone with that mental pain I'm
talking about, I get an actual physical hurting in the centre
of my chest that's like a fiery beak pecking at me and yet that's
sweet as an ecstasy."
Dud now became aware that the man was actually pulling up
his sweater and undoing not only the buttons of his grey flannel
shirt but those of his vest. In the hurried effort to accomplish
this he got up on his feet.
No-man rose too; but a quaint instinct of self-protection, as
if the vision of his begetter's naked torso were a threat, caused
him to stoop down and pick up his great cudgel
"Look!" cried the man proudly, holding open his clothes.
"How hairy his chest is!" thought our friend; and as he
stared at Enoch Quirm's bosom a violent revulsion against
being the son of such a hairy man and a man whose sweat had
such a vile smell took possession of him.
But the Glymes man complacently fumbled at his prodigious
breast-bones and began with the tips of his fingers pushing the
black hairs aside.
"Look! Why don't you look?" he repeated.
Dud reluctantly bent forward towards him, feeling as he
did so as if he were peering into a miasmic pool, worse than
any "scummy pond" out of which rose a reek of corruption.
But even this was not enough. "Feel!" the fellow cried with
a satisfaction that revolted our friend.
Dud permitted his fingers to be directed by his begetter to
certain just distinguishable birth-marks, or scaly disfigurements
of some kind, that really did seem to exist beneath these damp
hairs.

